
What’s something your 
family look forward to?

noun





If you were to cook a 
family dinner together, 
name a dish that you think 
you would all enjoy.

noun





Where would you go as a 
weekend getaway?

noun





Who in the room makes 
you laugh the most?

noun





Who’s the least 
photogenic in your family?

noun





Who has the strangest 
hobby in the family?

noun





Name one thing that you 
are best at as a family.

noun





If you could replace 
something in the house 
for the coming week, what 
would it be?

noun





Name one snack you 
would all enjoy when 
watching a movie 
together.

noun





If you had $20, what would 
you buy for the house as a 
decoration piece?

noun





If you went for a hike and 
got lost, who would be the 
person to lead the way?

noun





Use one word to describe 
your family. (try to think of a 

new word each time)

adjective





noun

What fictional family 
represents you the best?





noun

If you were stranded on a 
desert island, who would 
save the day?





phrase

What will be your next new 
year’s resolution?





noun

If you were to go on a 
family vacation in spring, 
where would it be?





phrase

What would the person to 
your left be doing on a 
Saturday morning?





noun

Who’s the messiest 
person in the room?





noun

Who gets up the earliest in 
the morning?





noun

Who makes the weirdest 
noise?





noun

If your family owned a 
personal jet, where would 
you go for a weekend trip?





phrase

If you won a million 
dollars, how would you 
spend it for the coming 
week?





noun

Name one dessert that 
would light up the mood 
on a rainy day.





If you were to buy a 
matching family outfit, 
what would it look like?

adjective





noun

If you were to play 
basketball against 
another family, how would 
you assign your positions? 
(the point guard, the shooting 

guard, the forward, the center)





noun

If you went for a hike and 
got lost, whose fault would 
it be?





noun

What profession do you 
think you would be worst 
at?





noun

What song would describe 
your family in a nutshell? 
(try to think of a new song each 

time)





noun

Who would play you in a 
movie about your life? (try 

to think of a new character each 

time)





noun

Who are you most 
thankful to for the past 
week in the family?





Who is the 
chore-champion of the 
house after cancer 
entered the family?

noun





What do you like the 
most about your family?

phrase





What’s your go-to snack 
when you’re feeling 
down?

noun





If you could say one thing 
to cancer, what would 
you say?

noun





Use one word to describe 
what cancer means to 
you. (try to think of a new word 

each time)

noun





If you could change one 
thing in your family for 
the coming week, what 
would it be?

phrase





How do you 
communicate your 
feelings and thoughts to 
the rest of the family?

phrase





Name one funny story 
that happened to your 
family from last week.

phrase





What’s one thing that 
you want to improve 
upon for the next two 
weeks?

noun





What would you like to 
learn from the person 
sitting to your right?

noun





Name one question that 
you felt uncomfortable 
answering from the past 
week.

phrase





If you could go back in 
time and change 
something for the past 
week, what would it be?

phrase





Who in the family brings 
everyone together?

noun





What’s your go-to place 
when you’re feeling 
down?

noun





If cancer was a 
character, what would it 
look like?

drawing





What is one change that 
you noticed since cancer 
entered the family?

phrase





What’s your role in the 
family?

noun





Name an activity that 
can destress the family.

phrase





What’s one thing that 
scares you but you would 
like to overcome? (try to 

think of a new one each time)

noun





What can you do to 
make your family happy 
for the coming week?

phrase





Name an object that you 
saw in the house from 
last week that makes you 
uncomfortable.

drawing





What is the best 
compliment you have 
received in the past 
week?

phrase





How much wood could a 
woodchuck chuck if a 
woodchuck could chuck 
wood?

number





What haven’t you been 
able to do since cancer 
entered your family?

phrase





How can you help out your 
family for the coming 
week?

phrase





One thing that we have 
done well since cancer 
entered our family.

phrase





What is something 
you’ve been trying to 
avoid since cancer 
entered the family?

phrase





What is something you 
have done in the past 
week that makes you 
proud?

noun





If you could have a super 
power for the coming 
week, what would it be?

noun





What is one thing that 
you haven’t been able to 
express?

phrase





What’s something new 
you want to try for the 
coming week?

noun





What do you think makes 
it so hard to talk about 
cancer?

phrase





If there was a book that 
tells you about cancer, 
what would you like to 
read in the book?

phrase





What has your biggest 
source of support for the 
past week?

noun





What do you wish 
outsiders understand 
about you?

phrase





What is the first thing 
that comes to your mind 
when you hear the word 
cancer?

phrase





Cancer has made us                       
             ?

phrase



Cancer has made us                       
             ?



What activity would you 
like your family to do 
more frequently for the 
coming month?

phrase





One thing that we 
haven’t done well since 
cancer entered our 
family.

phrase





What would you like to 
know more about 
cancer?

phrase





What’s something you 
feel like you have not 
been paying enough 
attention to since the 
diagnosis?

noun





If you were to write a 
book about cancer, what 
would it be titled?

phrase





What’s something really 
bothers you that you 
want to get rid of since 
cancer entered the 
family?

noun





Name something good 
that have happened to 
our family in the past 
week.

phrase





What do you worry about 
the most when your 
parents are not home?

phrase





If you could invent a 
magic pill to treat 
cancer, what would it 
taste like?

noun





What is one thing you 
have learned since 
diagnosis?

noun





What’s the number one 
item on your bucket list?

phrase





What is something you 
are looking forward to 
next week?

noun





What advice would you 
give to your past self?

phrase





What do you want to do 
when you’re alone?

phrase




	pink
	yellow
	teal

